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In general, Tim's! Dream trap is very accurate carb flaws came most often from omission rather than entanglement of too many confined details. In the B.B. sector the lows are all the alpha, beta etc. plus a few zetas in (1) streets. The long ste. however runs only down to Greenwich to Central Park. A distinction of the base map except that there is an alphabet st go and there D. The long ste runs from Greenwich to Dartmouth. + Newbury omitted.

South End

Our dream map, the omission of the Bt. A. R. R. yard thrown off their connection bet. B.B. + So. End. Parkland + a Sprague st from Bagley street close to Washington, rather than from S. Rutple's. Several other parallel remained so, suffer from this omission, particularly fails to indicate the full connection town to Tremont. But Arl, Bels. + Dartmouth are accurate. Our the base map this connecting area between B.B. & So. End is omitted.

The dream, Tremont, Charleston, Washington accurately carried out with the rest. The base map offers less detail where she
The drawn map offers more detail, especially in the downtown area. In the drawn map, the relationships between North Station and Atlantic Avenue are clearer. The downtown area is more distinct, allowing for easier visualization of the relationships.